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Letter from our President
As I write this, I just turned my calendar over to February. By the time you read
this, I will have turned to March. It feels like we barely were able to celebrate our
accomplishments in 2018 before we were off to the races with new projects and
outcomes in 2019. March is also my work anniversary. In 2019, I will celebrate
eight years with SICSA. I recently spoke to a volunteer who shared that she
and other “old timers” still refer to me as the “new Director.” I guess when you
compare me to 96-year-young Helen Couser, a SICSA founding member who
is still very active, I am pretty “new.” 2019 also marks “the year of the building:”
when we complete and hopefully move in to SICSA’s “furrrever home”. But I
am getting ahead of myself. This report celebrates the amazing steps, which
together, we took in 2018.

There

are many. I am once again proud to
call out our previous year as another
“record-breaking” one. We couldn’t
have done it without you. Because
you adopted, volunteered, and/or
donated in 2018, we saved more lives than ever before! So pat yourself on the back
and flip your calendar over to March. But don’t let that calendar flip over another
month without ensuring your involvement in 2019. It is an exciting year to be a
member, volunteer, adopter, and/or donor. The future is so bright; you are going to
want to wear your shades too!
On behalf of the staff, volunteers, and animals in which we serve,

Nora L. Vondrell
President and CEO

2019 Board of Directors

Contact Us!

Will Bach, President

Marti Shoenfelt

Paige Henry, Treasurer

Joseph Balmer III

Michelle Pautz, PH.D., Secretary

Kunal Patel

Gabrielle Enright

Elaine Allison

937.294.6505

Ken McNerney

Kelly Naber

www.sicsa.org

SICSA Pet Adoption Center
2600 Wilmington Pike
Kettering, OH 45419

info@sicsa.org
EIN: 23-7367199
Shop for SICSA gear at www.sicsa.lizardapstore.com!
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Outreach, Diversion & Intake
A Safety Net
When Mathue contacted SICSA, he and his dog Zeta were homeless and
trying to rebuild their lives. Mathue and Zeta had lost their home, car, and
most of their belongings in a fire. Both of them were at home at the time and
thankfully escaped physically unscathed. Because of their experience and
the aftermath, however, both were dealing with trauma and stress. On top of
all the pressure of ensuring the two had shelter and other basic necessities,
Mathue was greatly concerned about Zeta. She was suffering from an ear
infection and in unbearable pain. Mathue considered surrendering her to
SICSA, just so she could get the care she needed in a timely manner. Instead,
SICSA was able to prevent this family’s separation and instead, provided the
care Zeta so desperately needed. In addition to treating her infection, SICSA
also helped Zeta with allergy issues, a spay, and even an ear hematoma
surgery.
Zeta and Mathue posing for a sweet picture.

We are happy to report that these days, Mathue and Zeta are doing well. Zeta’s ear issues have subsided and Mathue is getting
back on his feet. Mathue calls Zeta his therapy dog and laments what his life would have been without her. Willing to put her
needs above his own, we believe Mathue is Zeta’s hero. And here at SICSA, we are proud to have been a safety net for Mathue and
Zeta at a critical point in their young lives.

“The newest [trend] in Animal Welfare is what is called Intake Diversion”, states President & CEO Nora Vondrell. “SICSA has been
providing Intake Diversion on a smaller scale for a number of years”, Vondrell continues. “We hope to be able to expand these
services even further in the new building. For now, however, we do everything we can to help prevent the animal from having to
come into care. Sometimes the owner just needs a little support and direction.
If we can get to the root of the problem before pet owners have reached their
limit, we may be able to provide the support needed to save the family from
separation”, Vondrell concludes.
“It doesn’t work every time”, shared Resource & Intake Coordinator Renée Grant.
For those animals, SICSA is a safe haven and way to find their next home quickly
and under the best set of circumstances possible. “We also rescue animals
from shelters which have limited resources and/or are often at high capacity”,
continues Grant. “We are not only a safety net for those animals, we provide
support to that entire community. These shelters are calling us and asking for
help. They are often at capacity and don’t have the volunteer, foster, marketing,
and adoption resources that SICSA has built”, Grant concludes.
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In 2018, 1,688 animals were admitted into the SICSA Adoption program. This
was a 13% increase over 2017 admissions and did not include the 103 animals diverted from having to come into care through
the Help Center. In total, a safety net for almost 1,800 animals.

Life in Care
More Than Sheltering
There is always something happening at the center. Given that we have
animals 365 days a year, we have staff on site every day as well. Life at
SICSA for an animal in our care is more than food, shelter, and water. SICSA
staff and volunteers are dedicated to ensuring not only the physical needs
of these animals, but also their mental and emotional health. We do this by
providing daily enrichment activities to keep them happy, healthy, and busy!
So what is enrichment for animals?
Wikipedia describes it as an “animal
husbandry principle that seeks to
enhance the quality of captive animal
care by identifying and providing the
environmental stimuli necessary for
optimal psychological and physiological
well-being.”

You probably expect that

SICSA walks our dogs often and cleans
up after both our dogs and cats on a
A dog eating peanut butter off of a frisbee.

daily basis. Beyond walks and cleaning,
SICSA has a team dedicated to ensuring

there are daily activities which keep our dogs and cats mentally busy.
We know that a busy pet is happier and healthier. From snuffle mats to
puzzles which provide treats, every animal staying at SICSA receives daily
enrichment. Enrichment is a shining example that SICSA is, in fact, more
than only sheltering.

Youth Volunteers reading to cats.
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Adoptions & Placements
Adopters are Welcome!
Improving the Adoption Experience
Our hope is that when people consider adding a new pet to their
family, their first thought is adoption. In 2018, SICSA diligently
identified and removed barriers that may have previously made
it difficult or intimidating for some people to choose adoption.
“In 2018, the Adoption team took a step back and examined all
the steps to adoption at SICSA”, reports Director of Adoption &
Placement Jessie Sullivan. “We wanted a process focused on
finding good homes for our pets, but we equally wanted to ensure a
positive experience for our customers”, Sullivan reports. “We have
continued to move towards a more open and flexible adoption
process that embraces our community and encourages them to
adopt. We work hard to form relationships with our adopters that
go beyond just signing an adoption contract, and instead, focus
on providing people the long-term support and resources they
need to be successful pet owners”, Sullivan concludes.
The SICSA Satellite Cat Adoption Program also tripled in size in
2018. We started the year with three satellite adoption partners
and ended the year with nine! Our satellite partners are area businesses, including grooming salons, vet clinics, seasonal markets,
and pet stores that adopt cats directly from their facilities. By working with community partners, we are expanding access to pet
adoption, forming creative partnerships, and reaching more people who may not have otherwise considered adoption.
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Happy Tails
A Happy Tail - Adopters for Life!
We’ve always had cats, and our previous 2 were from SICSA. When one of them died we decided
to adopt 2 kittens because we wanted the new kitten to have a friend, and our older cat has quite
the “cat-titude”. We previously both fostered for you, my wife loves puppies and I love orthopedic/
medical fosters, so SICSA was an obvious choice for us. The night we were to get our 2 kittens,
we couldn’t decide which 2 kitties we wanted. My wife had to get to a bowling engagement so
after we decided which 2 kitties, she left me to finish the paperwork. When we pulled Bella out
of her cage, her littermate (Kringle) went crazy and started crying and sticking his paw out of the
cage. I couldn’t leave him behind. That’s how we ended up with 3 kitties! Seriously though, she
should have known better than to leave me unattended at an animal shelter! We love you guys
and the amazing work you all do! We are SICSA adopters for life!

A Happy Tail - Shiloh
He sleeps in bed with us every night, and is sweet and snuggly. We go for two walks a day, play fetch
in the house, and try to visit the dog park 1-2 times per week. Meals are fed throughout the day with
food being a reward for proper behavior and learning new tricks and skills (or practicing old ones).
Every weekend this time of year, his humans camp and work at the renaissance festival, where Shiloh
loves saying hello to everyone, exploring the site after hours, and cuddling with his humans at night
in the camper. He also likes to “help out” with yard work, join his Mamma for nap time, and encourage
his feline siblings to play.

A Happy Tail - MacArthur
MacArthur came to SICSA after a cat lover in the community found him living outside. She couldn’t keep him herself, but
she wanted him to find a loving home. MacArthur is a big, orange cat with an even bigger personality. He spent his time
at SICSA in his favorite free-roam room, Feline Flat. It has an outdoor “catio” and he loved to spend his time lounging
in the sun and watching the birds.
Staff and volunteers joked that MacArthur liked it at SICSA a bit too much. He wasn’t always
receptive to his visitors. Months came and went and MacArthur continued to stay at SICSA.
Then, one week shy of his one year anniversary, MacArthur found his person – and in his case,
he definitely chose her. At their first meeting, MacArthur jumped up in her lap, laid down, and
purred as she petted him. Since he had never done this for anyone, we were all in awe! Maybe
MacArthur was just waiting all this time for the right person?
We received an update from his adopter, and he continues to be “the boss” in his new home, but she loves him! She said
he hangs out on the windowsill day and night, but also loves to just lay on her chest and purr. But watch out, he still
doesn’t like other visitors and will give them a good swat if they pet him. He only has eyes for one!
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Humane Education
Education = Empathy + Advocacy2
Humane education turns curiosity about animals into empathy and advocacy. Exposure to humane
education empowers students to be an active part of the solution to many issues facing animals
and their community. Humane Education prevents youth bullying by nurturing prosocial behaviors,
increasing empathy and self-esteem. An added benefit is the number of youth who, as a result of their
exposure to SICSA through our humane education programming, become SICSA volunteers and/or
animal advocates and leaders in their community.
London attended camps at SICSA every summer for several
years. Last summer, London participated in our Paw It
Forward service camp, and then became a year-round
VolunTeen. London is now one of 12 active volunteers that
started as a youth participant in 2014 or earlier, who now
assist with the daily socialization, enrichment, and care of
the SICSA animals awaiting adoption.

A Volunteen during a cat shift.

In 2018, participants learned about barriers to adoption, the importance of spaying
and neutering, the link between animal abuse and domestic violence. “It is so
much more than animal-themed birthday parties”, states Humane Education
Manager Carlette Jewell. “It’s the hands on interactions with animals that encourages creativity and critical thinking about the
interconnectedness of humans, animals and the environment”, Jewell concludes.
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Volunteens during Summer Camp.

Volunteerism
The (Heart) Beat Goes On!
Volunteers created SICSA in 1974 and today, they continue to be the heartbeat of our Pack. In 2018, SICSA participated in a Service
Enterprise (SEO) training module sponsored by Best Friends Animal Society and The Thousand Points of Light Foundation. The
process has helped us better leverage the time, energy and skills of our volunteers, allowing us to expand activities and programs
for both our volunteers and the animals in our care.
To start, we “hired” Bob Group as our volunteer Paws & Tails University
Coordinator. Paws & Tails University is our internal training program with
classes from orientation to our more intense, species specific animal
behavior courses.

In addition to Bob, several other volunteers were

“hired” as faculty. As a result of these changes, Paws & Tails University
went from 132 hours of coursework in 2017, to 940 hours of training in
2018. Best of all, most of that instruction was peer-to-peer by our “hired”
volunteer faculty. Beyond just the expanded educational opportunities,
the SEO movement at SICSA has also allowed us to expand programs
and services once deemed “back burner” projects by overworked staff.
Positions such as Cat and Dog Enrichment Specialists in our kennels,
MeowNauts for our Satellite Cat programs, and Peer-to Peer Mentors
began posting, filling, and transforming the quality of life for pets in our
care.
“I don’t wait for staff to direct me anymore when I volunteer”, reports Kelly Naber. A Paws & Tails faculty member, Volunteer
Representative on the Board of Directors, and Peer-to-Peer Shift Mentor, Kelly has been volunteering with SICSA since 2008. “I am
empowered to fully provide the services within the scope of my position. We work as a team, staff and volunteers, all in lock step
for the good of the animals”, concludes Naber.

Volunteers teaching Dog 101.
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Spay/Neuter & Wellness
High Quality Veterinary Care IS Homeless Animal Prevention
Many don’t realize that SICSA has a full time veterinary clinic. While not equipped to handle emergencies and all health conditions,
we are the main provider of veterinary services for all the animals in our care. In addition, we provide spay/neuter surgeries and
wellness care as a preventative measure for owned animals in need.
While the number of family pets in the US has increased by more than 36%, studies by the American Veterinary Medical
Association and the American Animal Hospital Association have found that veterinary visits are declining and preventable
diseases in pets are increasing. “When an animal is admitted to SICSA’s Adoption program, they often have unknown veterinary
care”, comments Veterinary Clinic Manager Megan Dell. SICSA’s veterinary team does a full assessment of every animal,
provides vaccinations and other medical treatments, and has a plan of care for animals which need further veterinary support.
“While it is expected that we spay and neuter every animal prior to adoption, there is so much more that goes into their veterinary
care than only that”, continues Dell. “We have likely run tests, removed problem teeth, sent them out for x-rays; a whole host of
veterinary services aimed at ensuring the animal is in his/her best physical condition for adoption”, states Dell.
In addition, SICSA’s Spay and Neuter program performs over 3,600 surgeries every year, preventing around 9,000 births of stray
and homeless animals. First, however, the team works to educate the community on the importance of spaying and neutering.
“We help them see how spaying and neutering can decrease negative behavior such as roaming and aggression. How it
prevents cancer and other health conditions”, reports Spay/Neuter Coordinator Zandra Gibson. “We also educate communities
about how spaying and neutering is the only true way to decrease stray
and roaming cats in their neighborhoods”, concludes Gibson.
Wellness Clinics are another preventative step we take at SICSA. “We
would prefer that every pet have an existing relationship with a community
veterinarian”, comments Dell. “Unfortunately, for the pets of those in
families with limited and low incomes, veterinary care is a luxury”, states
Dell. SICSA’s wellness clinics are an opportunity for these pets to receive
a nose to tail exam from one of our veterinarians. In addition, the pets
at these clinics may receive updated vaccinations, deworming, and flea
protection. “For some of the pets who have been seen at our clinics,
we were able to identify critical needs which, gone untreated, could have
resulted in the need for the animal to have been surrendered or worse”,
concludes Dell.

Special thanks to Ellie’s Rainy Day Fund (Juli Burnell), Scratching Post Cat Hospital, Animal
MD, Med Vet, Miami Valley Animal Hospital, Animal medical Center Springboro, Northridge
Animal Clinic, Veterinary Alternatives, Covenant Animal Hospital and Airway Animal Clinic.
Dr. Voss prepping a cat for surgery.

ACT socializing with a dog.
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2018 Donor Roll
Donors $500 and above

Alison & Charles Haas, Amy Munich, Ann Browyn Rogers & David Parlette,

Barbara Bennett, Barbara Blauman, Barbara Gray, Benjamin Tuschong, Betsy Huntingdon, Betty & Jack Semmelman,
Betty & Steven Silver, Betty Crouse, Bob & Linda Hobbs, Bobby & Margaret Yarborough, Bonnie Papini, Bradley Fasick,
Brian & Sandy Woodruff, Caitlin Burns, Carla Perry , Carolyn Allard, Catherine Ponitz, Charles Marshall, Charlotte &
Richard Bambic, Cindy & Bernard Wheeler, Claudia & Paul Kleemann, Daniel & Bonney Walther, Daniel Vulgamore, Daniel
Zimmer & Amy Blakeman, Danielle Poe & Kevin Gray, Deborah Schauer, Debra Fox, Denise Ingersoll, Diana Bachert,
Don & Carol Burke, Donald Barlow, Donald Pogoda, Donald Whitaker, Donna Rosenbaum Cooper, Elaine & Mark Allison,
Elizabeth Konstantinidis, Elizabeth Parker, Ellen & Carl Friese, Galen Smith, Gary Auman, Gary Hansman, Gayle & Brad
Jordan, Grace Smith-Heit, Greg Suchomel, H.W. Raney, Harold & Sonja Gegel, Heather Saxe, Henry & Mary Meunier, Holger
& Colleen Henningsen, Jack & Nora Vondrell, Jaclyn Smith, Jacqueline Ford, James & Carolyn Van Dyne, James & Janet Shafer,
Jamie & Agata Schade, Jamie Grisoni, Jayne Hood, Jeanette Cory, Jeff & Lori Stevenson, Jeffrey & Shelia Fox, Jennifer Bocock, Jennifer Brown, Jim Cardosi
& Karen Ollier, Joan Helton, Joann Findlay, John & Kathy Beran, John Hudson, John Hutchinson & Kathy Paltoni, John Long, John Moul, Jo-Lynn Harmon,
Joseph & Robin Calmer, Joseph & Sherry Hull, Joseph & Weili Huang, Josh Shellabarger, Judith Brunke, Julie Simon, Karen Kreusch, Karin-Leigh Spicer
& Edward Blake, Karla & Jerome Sirotnik, Kathleen Ireton, Kathleen Lopez, Kathleen McCauley, Kathy & Gary Kepler, Kathy Morgan, Kelly & Mark Naber,
Kelly McCluskey Erskine, Kelly Nugent & Stephen Davis, Kelly Walden, Kevin & Joey Nels, Kimberly & Matthew Brubaker, Larry & Patricia Johnson, Larry
Mullins & Roger Glass, Laurie Miller, Leslie & Scott Batta, Linda Burdge, Linda Jones, Lisa Davis, Lisa Hanauer & Susan Spiegel, Lynn Burns, Lynne Davis,
Margaret Gasper, Maria & Tim Kish, Mario Geraci, Marjorie Houston, Mark & Darlene Wiseman, Mark & Linda Luttrell, Marna & John Bosch, Marti & Ben
Shoenfelt, Mary Jewell, Mary Riordian, Mathias & Cynthia Heck, Matthew & Susan Milton, Michael & Holly DiFlora, Michael Bancale, Michelle & Jim Davis,
Michelle Pautz & Steven Zech, Mike & Cheryl Ulmer, Nancy & David Zeller, Nancy & Robert Shofner, Nancy Prass, Nancy Smith, Nancy Stahl, Pam Howard,
Pamela Larrick, Patricia Wilkins, Peter & Kelly Rigano, Peter Sorrentino, Philip & Katy Conway, Philip & Mackensie Wittmer, Phyllis & Donald Beal, Rajan
Chari, Reneta Stephenson, Rhonda Baggett & Eric Flasher, Richard & Isabelle Kocon, Richard Graham, Richard Lantis, Robert & Crystal Crafton, Robert &
Dana Luckenbach, Robert & Dolores Millat, Robert & Jean Sichman, Robert & Kimberly Group, Robert & Patricia Crossley, Robert & Sheila Glavin, Robert
Hooper, Ronald Wright, Ruth Tetmeyer, Sandra Stegman, Sara Jorgensen, Sarah Noble, Sean & Lori Beemsterboer, Seth & Kathryn Mercer, Sharon Dobies,
Sharon Smith, Shawn Quinn, Sherry Lambert, Sherry Mohler, Shirley Singleton, Shyla Reed, Sondra Fortune, Sondra Knost, Soren Gormley, Ken & Susan
Taylor, Susan Wolf, Susie Skeens, Teresa Ebersole, Todd & Lisa Kelchner, Vicki Clark & Carol Edington, Virginia & Edward Riechman, Wallace & Carol Nugent,
Wayne Anderson, Wendy Pace, William & Jill Elaine Berger, William & Phyllis Kist, William Long, William Moul, John & Zandra Gibson, 10 Wilmington Place,
Estate of John A. Heller, ASPCA, Avery Dennison Employee Fund, Beau Townsend, Canopy Creek Farm, Chipotle Mexican Grill, CYMI, Ltd., Dayton Dragons
Professional Baseball Team, Dayton Regional STEM School, DeCoy Art Studio, Dorothy Lane Market, George B. Quatman Foundation, Goldshot Lamb &
Hobbs, CPAs, HCST, Holy Angels School PTO, Illinois Tool Works Foundation, James Free Jewelers, Kenneth A. Scott Charitable Trust, Kuhns Brothers
Company Foundation, Lambco General Contractors, Landmark Title Agency South, Inc., LCNB National Bank, Leland Foundation, Levin Family Foundation,
Levin Porter Architects, Dermatologists of S.W. Ohio, Inc., LexisNexis, Marion’s Piazza, Mary Bowman Grantor Charitable Lead Trust, McGohan Brabender,
Miami Valley Combined Federal Campaign, Miami Valley Gaming, Midwestern Wealth Management, MuttNation Foundation, Inc.,
Ohio Pet Fund, Patterson Veterinary Supply, Inc., Pauzar Family Trust, PetPeople Centerville Store, PetPeople Enterprises,
PNC Bank, Premier Health Corporate Office, PrimeLending, Quality One Exteriors, LLC, Reynolds and Reynolds, Reynolds
and Reynolds Associate Foundation, Riegel Financial Group, Sauerkraut German Band, Sulphur Grove United Methodist
Church, Sunbelt, The Albert & Helen Scharrer Fund, The Berry Family Foundation, The Betty E. Chester Trust, The Carl J.
Davis, Jr. Fund, The CarMax Foundation, The China Hershey Memorial Fund, The Chris K Group Inc., The Estate of Elaine
P. Kreitzburg, The Estate of Helen Louise Shuff, The Estate of Phyllis R. Boyle, The Estate of Rachael Beasley, The Estate
of Robert E. Gettier, The Frank Pace Jr. Foundation, The George Geis Family Fund, The Greentree Group, Inc., The Houtz
Family Foundation, Inc., The Jean Barger Rice Trust, The Joseph Weinreich Trust, The Kroger Company, The Kunal Patel
Group, The Petco Foundation, The Richard and Helen Shell Endowment Fund, The Rubi Girls, The Ruth Wade Estate, The Tim
Hall Team, The Uhl Agency, Thrivent Financial, Timothy J. Thoma Fund of The Dayton Foundation, Touch of Gratitude, LLC, Train
Your Pup, LLC, United Way of Columbus, United Way of the Greater Dayton Area, W.A. Hammond Drierite Co LTD, Wagner Subaru.
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Every attempt has been made to ensure correctness in the list above. If, for any reason, you are listed
incorrectly, please contact us at info@sicsa.org so we may make any necessary corrections.
Donor Roll does not include Capital Campaign. Thank you!

Budget & Forever Home
2018 Unaudited Operating* Revenue and Expenses

* Does not include Capital Campaign Revenue or Expenses

Revenue
$295,222.86
General Donations
$68,262.28
Tributes
$28,368.00
Guardian Angel Fund
$49,503.40
Membership
Combined Federal Campaign & United Way $21,522.23
$11,981.18
Kroger Rewards
$101,055.22
Grants
$13,797.47
Gift Shop
$264,182.56
Public Spay/Neuter Fees
$248,017.95
Intake & Adoption Fees
$36,742.89
Wellness Fees
$187,853.66
Special Events
$33,964.21
Friends of SICSA Fundraising
$52,419.30
Humane Education Fees
$494,082.84
Estates & Trusts
$49,903.02
Interest
(105,715.14)
Change in Unrecognized/Loss
$11,195.43
Miscellaneous
$1,862,359
Total
We are so grateful for your support. SICSA strives to be
good stewards of your patronage. We are independently
audited on an annual basis. Charity Navigator, Guidestar
and the Better Business Bureau are just a few who continue
to sing our praises for our transparency, management
practices, outcomes and reputation.

Expenses
Business Supplies, IT Support, Website, & Related
Postage & Shipping (Non-Event)
Accounting Services
Insurance
Printers, Marketing, & Advertising
Credit Card Charges
Telephone, Internet, & Utilities
Property Taxes
Building & Maintenance; Auto Expense
Cleaning & Janitorial
Veterinary Care - Special Cases (Guardian Angel)
Public Medical Supplies & Relief Staff
In-House Medical Supplies & Related
Wellness Medical Supplies & Related
Kennel & Adoption Supplies; Food
Special Event Supplies & Related
Salaries, Staff Development, Dues & Association
Volunteer Services & Friends of SICSA
Humane Education Supplies & Related
Newsletter & Direct Mail (w/ Printing & Postage)
Membership & Donor Cultivation
Depreciation
Miscellaneous
Investment Expense
Total

$28,164.52
$4,154.67
$8,460.00
$16,200.72
$23,722.97
$20,868.62
$44,052.50
$1,570.65
$20,242.02
$7,358.23
$31,295.46
$65,878.81
$67,284.00
$23,391.28
$25,343.26
$50,596.69
$1,193,591
$10,434.28
$7,745.80
$54,446.42
$3,394.60
$72,166.18
$16,536.80
$19,760.74
$1,816,660

Net Income

$45,698.87

One Small Step for Mankind, One Giant Leap for Animals
On September 26, 2018; with leadership gifts and support from the Board of Directors, our Keystone Donors, volunteers and community
SICSA Advocates; SICSA took a giant leap in our journey of promoting the welfare and adoption of companion animals and nurturing
the loving, lifelong relationships between animals and people. The new 25,000 square foot Pet Adoption and Wellness Center in
Washington Township, Ohio will expand SICSA’s adoption capacity by 89%; our adult and youth humane education programs by 50%,
increase prevention-focused spay and neuter outcomes by 70%, and enhance opportunities for Low Income Pet Wellness.
“Five years in the making, this dream is more than just
an Adoption Center”, shares SICSA Board President Will
Bach. “It is a full-service Veterinary Clinic, a Boarding
Facility, an Education Center, and Administrative Offices.
Even beyond that, it will be a full-service animal welfare
resource for the region and even nationally”, concludes
Bach.
The new facility is slated to open in late fall of 2018.
For more information about sponsorship opportunities,
please contact Nora Vondrell at nvondrell@SICSA.org or by calling (937) 294-6505 ext. 40.
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Community Engagement
Engaging Our Community
You liked our posts on social media, voted for us in Best of
Dayton competitions, and reviewed us on Google.

SICSA

(six-uh) was also spotlighted nationally. We were chosen
by Miranda Lambert’s Mutt Nation Foundation, recognized
by Charity Navigator President & CEO, Michael Thatcher, and
quoted on how to Rally Your Network in Rachel Ray’s Every Day
Magazine. It is these community engagement opportunities
that allow us to better highlight our adoptable pets, help ensure
our on-going impact, and be a respected voice for those who
can’t speak for themselves.
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SICSA Pet Adoption Center
2600 Wilmington Pike, Kettering, OH 45419

Events

April 12&13 • FOS Spring Bazaar
June 1 • Lift Your Leg

Save the date and join us at one of our
awesome major events this year!
Check out our events calendar:
www.sicsa.org/events

July 20 • Chip, Dip and Cheer
Aug. 31 • Sound Valley’s Dog 		
Days Music Festival
Sept. 13 • The Cat’s Meow

Gotcha Photos

We celebrate the Happy Tails that come after the
Happily Ever After each and every single day. Here
are just a few of our favorite gotcha photos from
2018 that are at the start of every Happy Tail!

Have you adopted a SICSA pet?
Send us a Happy Tail photo to info@sicsa.org
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